
 
CRYOCOURSE 2011 TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS  
Read carefully, and take a paper copy with you! 
 
IMPORTANT:  

- You MUST be at the CNRS, Institut Néel, Building E, 25 rue des Martyrs, Grenoble, on 
September 18

th 
before 16:00 (bus departs to Chichilianne at 16:30).  

- Registration takes place there between 15:00 and 16:00.  
- If you did not receive your electronic tickets or paper tickets, please contact us.  
- KEEP the receipts of ALL your expenses (in particular travel tickets, flight coupons, 

restaurant bills, etc…). Note that some items are NOT reimbursed (taxis). Use public 
transportation!  

 
A) Arriving in Grenoble  

Check carefully the date and time of your tickets.  
 
Travel by plane: be at the airport well before the departure time (at least 2 hours, to be sure that 
there is no problem with the e-tickets).  

Remember to take with you the ID document you indicated in the Travel Form, to show 
at the airport for getting the e-ticket.  
Note that due to security regulations you should carry no fluids, cutting objects, etc… in your 
hand luggage.  

You will arrive at Lyon – Saint-Exupery Airport (LYS) (also called “Lyon Satolas”).  
There are shuttle buses to Grenoble at least every hour 
You can purchase the tickets in advance by internet: 
http://www.faurevercors.fr/LR_SATOBUS_en.html 
Tickets are also sold at a counter, located between Terminals 1 and 2.  
Buy a 2-way ticket (33 Euros). Keep the receipt!!!!  
Buses depart from the bus stop just in front of terminal 1.  
Make sure to take the Grenoble bus!!!  
-The bus stop “Place de la Résistance” (just after crossing the “Oxford Bridge”), is in front of 
the CNRS campus. Ask the driver (they may not stop there if you do not ask).  
Use it if you arrive at about the time of registration (between 3 and 4 p.m.) on 
September 18

th
.  

-The bus terminal (Grenoble Bus Station, or “Gare Routière”) is the one you should use 
if you arrive on the 17

th
, or rather early in the morning of the 18

th
. It is located in the 

centre of Grenoble, next to the train station.  
 
Travel by train: you will arrive at the Grenoble train station, in the center of Grenoble.  
Follow the instructions given below to reach the CNRS.  
 
Travel by car: Depending on the arrival time, you can go to CNRS or directly to Chichilianne. 
Contact us.  

 
 
B) Finding the CNRS-Grenoble: See Map “CNRS-Grenoble.pdf” and see www.mappy.fr   

a) If you took the Shuttle Bus from the Lyon airport, and you used the bus stop “Place de 
la Résistance”, you are almost here! See Map.  
b) If you are in Grenoble: take the bus N°34 at the Railway station (the bus stop is 
across the street in front of the Railway Station), to the bus stop “Place de la 
Résistance”. Cross the street, you’ll see the entrance of the CNRS campus.  
See pdf file “Bus 34.pdf”.  
Tickets are sold on the bus. They are also sold at tobacco shops.  
When you take the bus, insert the ticket in the machine located inside the bus.  
Note: if you use the tramways, the machine is OUTSIDE, you must mark the ticket before 
entering…  

http://www.faurevercors.fr/LR_SATOBUS_en.html
http://www.mappy.fr/


C) Finding the CRYOCOURSE meeting place: Enter the CNRS Campus, go to building E 
(Institut Néel, department MCBT). Follow the signs. Registration will take place there, between 3 and 4 
p.m.  
D) What to do if you arrive late?  
Call H. Godfrin (see below). We may find some way to have you joining us…  
 
E) We shall travel together by bus from CNRS to Chichilianne on Sunday, 
September 18th. Our bus departs from CNRS at 16:30 
 

- From September 18th to 25th we’ll stay in Chichilianne, 38930, France. Housing will 
take place at the Hotel Chateau de Passières, about 60 km south from Grenoble. 

http://chateau-de-passieres.fr.cx/ 
Tél. : 00 33 (0)4 76 34 45 48 

 
-  From September 25th to 27th you will be at the Hotel Suisse et Bordeaux, just in 

front of the Grenoble railway Station 
http://www.hotel-sb-grenoble.com/en/  

 
 
 
More info? see http://cryocourse2011.grenoble.cnrs.fr/  
 
 
 
Problems? Send us a mail cryocourse.contact@grenoble.cnrs.fr  
or call Henri GODFRIN, cellular phone 06 63 69 53 81 
 
 
Sorry for mothering you, you can certainly find your way without these explanations.  
Print this form and the maps, anyway…  
;-))  
 
We are looking forward to seeing you soon!  
 
 
Henri Godfrin  
Directeur de Recherches  
CNRS-Institut Néel-MCBT  
Building E, room 413  
BP 166 38042 Grenoble Cedex 09  
France  
Office Phone : +33 (0)4 76 88 90 63  
cellular phone 06 63 69 53 81 
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http://www.hotel-sb-grenoble.com/en/
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